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Di  08/22/ 23  –  Mo  09/04/ 23

Let Terra replace terror!
This quest is about devotion to Natural Life. A 
space for peace, stillness and presence opens up 
for the Hero of Today! Just getting in touch with 
the country. Terra instead of terror ... finally getting 
living ground under your bare feet instead of dead 
things under the firm soles of your boots.

Now what?
There are moments in every man‘s life when ... he 
clearly feels that he urgently craves a time all to 
himself, a basic NEED emerging! Now! Absolutely 
no delay! ...
The question is: do 
you really want to go 
´wild`? do you want 
to taste the unknown, 
merge into the very 
sensual, natural rea-
lity, breathe serenity?
Completely there, (a) 
present for yourself! 
As it has been all over 
the planet since time 
immemorial, continuously has happened!

Nature and man - one to one! 
Skin to skin! Out there in the ´WILD`, in direct con-
tact with the dance of the elements. 
Here and Now you can get to know your ´true 
nature`. Useless thinking will fade away, replaced 
by the unique experience, of ´making sense`. 

Everything you encounter there, everything you 
can feel, hear, touch, see and do is a true, is a clear 
and clean mirror to you: weather and landscape, 
plants and animals, your emotions, activating your 
fears and joys, your patterns ... everything dances 
together; you´ve become a witness!
In you and around you there is pure beingness. 
Now, unevitably, you experience it: I am THAT - 
Everything ... 

Alone I am everything! I am in everything!

Traditional procedure
VisionQuest is an archaic, global Movement since 
the ancient times, earliest human days, widespread 
practice of embodiment on GAIA, the HomePlanet. 
VisionQuest is a gift given to us for free!
´Mother Nature` offers unconditionally: real cou-
rage is the ticket. It is like coming home. The realiza-

tion of completion: come 
to the Quest to perceive 
yourselves as a imperfect, 
but absolutely unique and 
appropriate natural being.

Quest Ritual
What a VisionQuest allows 
them brave men also is 
laid down in myths and 
fables of our European 
culture: tales of the ´hero`, 

who is on the sacred, forgotten path to find pur-
pose in himself!
Only in finding the ´right question` of transcending 
himself, he can make peace with the pain in his 
heart. That is a elementary give - away  that the 
hero brings back to the natural world, the entire 
mankind and to the man himself!
I am a walking tree, I am you and you are me ... 
Head in the sky, Reaching so high ...  
Feet on the ground, Reaching deep down ...

»Wild Land – Wild Man 2023«
A  Men‘s VisionQuest

Costs
€ 850.-  

to € 1450.- 
according to  

self-assessment,  
by your decision,  

after the seminar has  
been completed

Extra Costs
€ 400.-

vegetarian full board  
with infrastructure  

costs and materials

VisionQuest Guides: 

Shanti E. Petschel
shanti.petschel@ 

creavista.org

Uwe Gesierich
gesierichu@gmail.com
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ElementTerraPeace:  
Landscape is Soul

Practical Information
This quest takes place in nort-
hern Piedmont, in a primeval 
landscape of the south-central 
Alps; where the highest Moun-
tains of Europe with their maje-
stic peaks over 4000 meters, 
their vast glaciers and crystal-
clear rivers make the weather. 
Clarity, pristine shine and 
freshness determine the chan-
geable events in this wonderful 
country.

Preparation on site
Time to tune in and prepare: 
on the Alpe Meccia, 1800 m, Campus CreaVista 
SymBIOasis, is where you sleep in your own tent 
at the edge of the forest, a hammock is also useful.
Daily rounds of talks in the yurt circle, on the medi-
cine wheel. Practical teachings and exercises for 
alone time. Delicious food from our wilderness kit-
chen, on a simple vegetarian wholesome base. ... 
your help per day.

Solo Time In Nature 
four days of fasting and being alone in a wild place 
of your choice; in ritual connection with peer - 
group and safely accompanied from our attentive 
team.

Time To Integrate Experiences
When you return from your SOLO TIME in the 
mountain forest, you carry a valuable treasure 
within you! An experience of your flourishing vita-
lity, your unexpected power but also the acception 
your shadows and limits.
This experience can be processed in a very sustai-
nable way as part of the ritual in the group and can 
be incorporated and anchored in the deeper layers 
of being a man.
At the end of this time, a refreshed man will 
return to the valley who will come to terms 
with himself and will stand for himself with 
more empowerment and at the same time more 
consistently, conscious and in a gentle way. 

We´re looking forward meeting you!

More about our Teams : 
www.creavista.org/en/directors  •  www.creavista.org/en/team

Voices of previous participants
»It‘s wonderful to experience oneself in full sanity ...«,   Jeremy, 47  

»Now I have become the man who restarts his own life with fresh courage«,   Michael, 34  
»I felt accepted here, just the way I am«,   Daniel, 59  

»It was a concrete chance to meet myself instead of the next distraction«,   Johan, 31

Your Quest 
Guides:

Shanti E. Petschel 
Born 1949, Father/Grandfa-
ther, Elder in the Commu-
nity, Experienced educator, 
active VisionQuest - Guide 
since 1995, Director Campus 
CreaVista, inspired by Semu Huaute, 
Chumash Medicine Man, California 
and Steven Foster & Meredith Little, 
School of Lost Borders ... 
” I love these open faces, this warm-
hearted aura that men bring with 

them from being alone on the  
‘Holy Mountain’!”
Uwe Gesierich
Born 1963, father of 2 children, lives 
and works in Vancouver, Canada, 
worked as a designer, copywriter, 
VisionQuest guide for more than 15 
years, education at Campus Crea-

Vista, Nature Facilitator, 
THNK School Of Creative 
Leadership, Vancouver, 
certified life coach by CTI, 
Canada   ...“ for me this 
work in nature is one of the 
most important and helpful 
for overcoming crises in 
every respect ...“

We are supported by our expert  
assistants Valentin Fassnacht, 
Robert Stockbauer and  
Mael Kohler, who are students of 
CreaVista VisionQuest and Life and 
Land´s Steward-Training.


